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After becoming a foster parent to a young boy, equine therapist Jordan Conley's life gets turned upside
down. Little Levi is in need of an exceptional pediatrician, which means seeking help from Dr. Ash
Sheehan—a man that, despite her heart-pounding crush, isn't her type. Her life is horses and hay, and she
can't imagine the suit-clad doctor in a pair of cowboy boots. As a confirmed bachelor, Ash has never been
nervous around women, but there's something about Jordan that flusters him, and working closely together
doesn't help. The last thing he's looking for is long-term romance. But the more involved he gets, the more he
wishes they could stay together… always.
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From Reader Review A Baby for the Doctor for online ebook

Nancy says

Clean Romance.

Romance Green.

Valri Western says

I read this book in one day! I couldn't put it down and I was so emotional that I was crying most of the time!
There are several different reasons why but I wont give away any of them! You'll have to find out why
yourself so please read this book! I wish I was a foster parent after reading this story. What amazing work
they do. I am in awe of them. I happen to know a woman & her husband that are foster parents and this story
made me appreciate them even more. Jordan, becomes a foster mom overnight and her little charge, Levi,
will probably be in my thoughts forever, just because I know that in actuality, there are hundreds of kids like
him out there. What a special little boy Levi is and how fortunate he is to have someone like Jordan to love
him and care about him! There are many ups and downs in this story but love is the overriding theme.
Because Levi comes to Jordan with a health crisis, he needs a pediatrician and that means Dr. Ash Sheehan is
there helping get Levi healthy. Ash is gorgeous, a supposed ladies man and not looking for a relationship.
However, as both Ash and Jordan work together for little Levi, they can see that their preconceived notions
about the other one wasn't quite right. They see what each other is, under the surface and perhaps they can be
a family after all! The ending had me crying great big tears! I would, of course, definitely recommend this
book!!!!!

Harlequin Books says

Miniseries: Family Blessings

Dawn Leonard says

Stephanie Dees is a new author to me. I enjoyed her second book in the Love Inspired line. In A Baby for the
Doctor, Jordan is starting her equine therapy practice when she is asked to foster an abused 3 year old named
Levi. Ash is a pediatrician who is also Jordan's sister's brother in law. Ash helps Jordan with Levi especially
when he gets sick. (Jordan's sister Claire and her husband Joe's story was told in the book The Dad Next
Door but it's not necessary to read that book first. I haven't yet but plan to soon.) I didn't understand all the
family background mentioned in the book but that didn't affect the story. Ash and Jordan's story deals with
the characters not feeling good or worthy enough because of medical issues or their upbringing. While it is a
Christian story, the characters don't blatantly discuss their faith but it is a theme. The story involves dealing
with child abuse, diabetes, measles, and equine therapy and all these seem to be appropriately dealt with. I
enjoyed this story and will look for others by Stephanie Dees.



Alisha says

4.5 really loved this book

Joanna says

I absolutely loved this book!! Ash and Jordan are such a cute couple and prove that opposites definitely
attract! This uplifting story is full of romance, second chances and hope in trying situations! Definitely
recommend this book! Great read!!

Bonnie says

A Baby For The Doctor a Family Blessings series by Stephanie Dees. Equine therapist Jordan Conley
becomes foster parent to a three year old boy who was severely abused by his parent. The boy can't walk,
crawl or talk. When he says a few words its a big deal. He gets measles and ends up in the hospital in serious
condition. Dr. Ash Sheehan is the baby's doctor. Ash is very involved with the baby. Because of past history
they have a hard time with a relationship. A Nice romance.

Holly LaPat says

The second novel in Stephanie Dees' Family Blessings series, this book pulled my heartstrings and never let
go. It's the story of Jordan Conley (sister to Claire Conley from the first book, The Dad Next Door), who
steps in as foster mother to a toddler who's almost totally unresponsive at first. She needs to rely on local
pediatrician Ash Sheehan for help. She's always seen Ash as her total opposite -- a snappy-dressing playboy,
while she's more comfortable in jeans and braids. But Ash has a real gift for reaching kids, and she begins to
realize there's a lot of heart behind his handsome facade. It's wonderful to see baby Levi begin to respond as
these two caring grown-ups reach out to him ... and, eventually, to each other. A genuine, heartfelt story!

Elaine Applebury says

This is such a good, heart-warming series. I hope to return to Red Hill farm, again and again.

Lynn Brooks says

A heartwarming story of love, family and looking beyond the surface to find who really lies beneath! I
adored this book. The sad beginning pulls at your heartstrings immediately and endears you to little Levi
from the start, and watching how life changes with him in it is very rewarding. Some of the characters are



familiar if you happened to read the first book in this series, but if you are like me and missed it, I guarantee
you will pick up the history without a problem. It's faith based romance at it's best!

Jordan Conley doesn't know exactly what she's in for when she steps in for her sister and agrees to foster a
traumatized little boy, but she soon learns how much he needs her! Not only is his immediate situation
concerning, but his future has the potential to be dire as well. She's happy to have a great doctor in the family
... even if she does get flustered when she's around him!

Pediatrician Ash Sheehan is on hand when she first meets Levi and assures her he will be with her
throughout as they try to get this precious little boy settled. She's always had a crush on him, but he's so far
from the type of man that she wants that it's not funny. Ash doesn't know she likes him, but he finds himself
feeling sparks the more time they spend together. He's lived a different type of life over the years because of
scars left over from his past, but he's starting to see the benefit in settling down and having a family!

Dj says

Family to Call Her Own…After becoming a foster parent to a severely abused young boy, 3-years-old and
unable to speak, talk, or eat solid foods, (equine therapist) Jordan Conley’s life gets turned upside down.
Little Levi is in need of an exceptional pediatrician, which means seeking help from Dr. Ash Sheehan—a
man that, despite her heart-pounding crush, isn’t her type. Her life is horses and hay, and she can’t imagine
the suit-clad doctor in loafers in a pair of cowboy boots. As a confirmed bachelor, Ash has never been
nervous around women, but there’s something about Jordan that flusters him, and working closely together
doesn’t help. He’s serving as Levi’s pediatrician, helping with abuses suffered at the hands of his meth
cooking parents and assisting when he contracted pneumonia. The last thing he’s looking for is long-term
romance. But the more involved he gets, the more he wishes they could stay together…always.

While this is a heartwarming romance, there are some heart wrenching moments. Really reaches inside.

Glenda Parker says

My review today is on the Love Inspired, A Baby for the Doctor. I haven't read any of Stephanie's books
before but I did really enjoy it. This book is well written, inspiring, and full of faith. I know you are going to
love it.

Equine Therapist Jordan Conley and her twin sister were raised in foster care. Now Claire and her husband
are raising eight kids; some foster kids, some adopted kids, and some their own including one on the way.
Her home is filled so when they called with a new little three year old boy to foster Jordan steps up to raise
him. Because of the abuse that Levi suffered he is in need of a special pediatrician. Jordan turned to her
handsome brother-in-law for help.

Dr. Ash Sheehan is a cancer survivor with some health issues due to his treatments. He had lost his best
friend in high school to cancer. He has dedicated his life to save children ever since. He is also determined
not to love so he will never hurt like that again. Little Levi needed a lot of care but unfortunately it also
means he is constantly with the beautiful Jordan. How is he suppose to keep his heart safe with her and little
Levi in front of him reminding him of his dreams as a young man.



A journey of these three souls learning to love each other and to become a family. God has a plan for these
three, a plan for a hope and a future. God has a plan for you too, a good plan and not for evil. Give Him your
heart and watch Him work in your life.

Jess Lawson says

A baby for the Doctor by Stephanie Dees is absolutely heartwarming. This book took my breath away! A
baby for the Doctor moved me and had me feeling so many different emotions. I am still reeling. Stephanie
you captured so many emotions in this one. The light you shed on fostering and the love that a foster parent
feels for a child is earth shaking. You made sure everyone understands not all foster homes are bad ones.

The love Jordan immediately shows with her protectiveness to this child blows my mind. She loved this
child from the moment she saw him asleep and scared. She was exactly what this baby needs!

Ash is an amazing pediatrician. He goes above and beyond to help to tend to Levi and Jordan. Get your
hands on this book!!!!

Joy Avery Melville says

NEW FAVE AUTHOR
WOULD RATE THIS HIGHER THAN A FIVE STAR IF I COULD!

Great message in this one.

This Stephanie Dees can write a STRONG NOVEL - something normally seen in the 80-100k word range -
that has ZING and realism!

Love this story - an unusual premise with some very heavy issues - handled so well!

Going to keep getting Stephanie's books as long as he writes like this!


